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INTRO TO FIBER PREPARATION 
MORWENNA O HURLIHIE 

There are entire books and multiple videos available on how to prep fiber for spinning, broken down by picking fleeces, 

washing, carding versus combing. If you’re really interested, you can dig deeper, but here we try to give you a quick 

overview and enough information to get into trouble.  

To spin you need to pull fibers out in a regular thickness. This is called drafting. To make your life easier when spinning, 

you want your fibers to glide apart when you want them to, so you’re not arguing with the fiber as you’re watching the 

twist go in.The purpose of fiber prep is to get your fiber prepared to spin. This basically involves two things: 

 The fibers glide apart easily for you when drafting. 

 Get the gunk out (hay bits, seed pods, bug bits, twigs, annoying bits of fiber you don’t want to spin) 

This class focuses on preparing Wool fibers, as this is the most common fiber you will come across.  

IMPORTANT HEALTH NOTICE: Fiber preparation generally involves sharp metal objects and barnyard stuff. This can be a 

very scary combo. If you do a lot of fiber prep, make sure your tetanus shot is up to date. When you injure yourself, 

wash it out well, use antibacterial ointments, and don’t wait to go to the doctor if the wound gets infected. There is also 

“Wool Sorter’s Disease”, also known as Anthrax. (Not usually an issue with fleeces from the US, but, it was once 

common enough that Wool Sorter/Comber/Carder’s disease is another name for it.) I do not wish to scare you away 

from this fun activity…but be aware. 

WASHING RAW FLEECE 
In my not so humble opinion: Always wash your fleece.  

Sheep live in barn yards. Barn yards are full of…biological material, minimally poop and sheep sweat. There may also be 

whatever else is in the fields and barns where the sheep live. You do not want that in your yarn. Also, there’s a fair 

amount of dust/dirt. If you don’t wash your fleece, you will trap that dirt into your yarn. That dirt has sharp edges that 

can cut the fibers in your yarn as it gets abraded, making it weaker. If you’re going through the effort, you want your 

yarn to last. 

You wash the fleece to remove dirt, poop, and grease. The fiber prep removes the physical objects. 

You can wash fleece in many different ways. Some methods strip out all the ‘grease’ or sheep skin oils (that include 

lanolin, the same stuff in skin creams), other methods remove the dirt, but leave the majority of the grease. Choose 

what’s appropriate for your fiber (some breeds have more grease than others) and your project.  

When washing fleece (or any wool object) remember: 

Heat + Moisture + Friction = Felt 

If you only have 2 out of the 3, you’re pretty safe that you won’t get felt. You can wash wool in hot water…as long as you 

don’t agitate it.  

SKIRTING 
When you get a full fleece, find out if it has been skirted or not. Skirting is inspecting the fleece and throwing away all 

the really nasty sections. You want to toss all the wool from the rear end of the sheep that is full of poop. You might 

want to remove the belly wool that’s been dragged through the grass and mud too much. 
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If you’re really picky, you can sort the fleece as well. Same as our hair is different on different parts of our body, sheep’s 

wool is different. After skirting the fleece, you wash it. You can wash the whole thing, or break it into sections. Depends 

on how big your buckets are. 

MODERN 
Get a bucket of really hot water (some folks run their sink as hot as possible, and then add boiling water on top of that). 

Add enough wool that water can pass through and it’s not crammed in there. Add a quantity of Original Dawn Dish Soap 

until the water is blueish. The same dish soap they use to wash animals from oil spills, and your dishes. Make sure it 

doesn’t have enzymes In it.  

Using a tool, because the water should be too hot for your hands, a sink plunger works great, gently push the wool into 

the water. (DO NOT AGITATE). Let soak for 20 minutes. 

After the 20 minutes, drain the wool. If possible, lift the wool out of the water so you’re not rinsing the dirt through the 

wool again. Rinse and refill the bucket with hot water, same temperature as before. Do not add soap. Again, soak the 

wool in the hot water for about 20 minutes.  

Repeat until the rinse water is relatively clear. This usually happens within 2-3 rinses.  

Lay out to dry. Sweater drying racks are very useful, as are mesh laundry bags. Sunlight and breezes are best, but not 

always possible. Turn the wool on occasion to speed drying. Depending on the quantity of wool, this can take days. 

PERIOD 
(Methods are not well documented. The washing phase wasn’t considered important enough to document, or it was 

confused with the dyeing process.) 

Run the sheep through a stream before you shear them. 

Let the fleece soak in aged urine for a few days. Rinse. Let dry. 

Suint method (“traditional” not sure if it is period or not) – let a greasy fleece soak in a covered bucket of rain water for 

about 3 weeks. (Needs to be warm outside) Drain fleece into the bucket. Rinse the fleece and let dry. You can then place 

another fleece in the covered bucket to clean, however, you only need to soak it for 2-3 days. Let the suint bath drip 

back into the bucket. Rinse the fleece and let dry. You can keep using the suint bath until “it’s too thick to swim in but 

too thin to plow.” 

Both the pee and suint methods are…erm…fragrant, but they leave the wool in a beautiful condition. 

PREPARING FIBER 
Once your fleece is clean and dry, you can prepare the fleece for spinning. 

PICKING 
No tools required.  

Pull apart your fibers by hand until they are loose and glide apart easily. This makes a ‘cloud’ you can spin from. 

This is also used as a pre-carding step, especially if prepping to use a drum carder. 

You can also pull the fibers in to a loose “rope” with a very slight twist (one or two turns) that you pull out into a longer 

rope. Pull in half, and lay the two halves together. Repeat. This will eventually create a length of prepped fiber where all 

the fibers are aligned in the same direction instead of a cloud. 
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FLICKING 
This requires one tool, a single carder. You can spend a lot of money on a flick carder, or buy a single dog brush. 

This method works with locks of wool. It’s much better if you have a fleece with a defined lock structure. You can do this 

with any length lock, although you’ll want locks long enough you can grab half and still have space to flick/brush the 

other half. 

1. Place something protective on your leg (leather or canvas). 

2. Hold a lock of wool against the leather. 

3. Brush/flick half of it open with the flick carder. 

4. Flip over the lock, and brush/flick open the other half of the lock. 

CARDING 
Cards became available in the 13th-14th century, when metallurgy improved such that drawing enough wire to make 

carding ‘fabric’ was feasible. You need two. You can use two dog brushes. 

You can card locks less than 6”. Locks longer than 6” get…complicated. 

You can work with well defined locks, just lumps of wool, wool that has already been teased or picked apart, or combing 

waste. 

1. Load one of your cards with fiber 

 Keep the lock structure and carefully lay out each lock down the card (short way) 

 Hold lump of wool in hand and brush it along the hooks to catch and fill the cards 

2. Hold a card in each hand. Take the empty card and brush it against the fiber in the other card, catching the tips 

and transferring the fiber from one card to another. 

3. When all the fiber is transferred to one card, transfer it back to the other card. 

4. When the fiber is brushed enough (can no longer see lock definition), take the bottom edge of the empty card 

and use it to catch and pull the batt of fiber off the card. 

5. Roll the batt on the back of the card into a “rolled log” or rolag. 

Never jam the cards together. You don’t jam your hairbrush into your head and expect it to work, same principle applies 

to carding. You are brushing the fiber from one tool to the other. 

Technically, you use carded prep for making true woolen yarns. 

COMBING 
Vikings definitely had combs. Combing gives a different preparation than carding, so even after cards were invented, 

combs were still used. All the examples I have seen in my limited research so far are hand combs. There are larger, long 

wool combs (up to 12 pitch/rows, with tines over a foot long) that were attached to a stand. 

The majority of period combs I’ve seen are one or two pitch (rows of tines). They could be all wood, or wood and metal. 

(I also think bone) There’s no real cheap tool you can purchase instead, but you can make combs by hammering nails 

into handles. 
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Use combs with fibers with clear lock distinction of at least 4” in length. Shorter than that and you might impale 

yourself. 

1. Load one comb to no more than ½ full with locks speared by the tines. 

2. With the other comb’s tines turned 90 degrees to the comb holding the wool, start brushing the wool with the 

empty comb, transferring the wool from one comb to another. 

3. Repeat until the fiber is open and you no longer have defined lock structure. (If the weather is dry, it may 

become a static-y mess. Spray with watered-down hair conditioner.) 

4. To remove the wool from the combs, you hold down the comb full of fiber and then draft off the fibers into a 

long “sliver”. A Diz (disc with a hole in it. You can use a big button or spice container lid) can help you create a 

standard thickness sliver. 

There is a lot of waste with combing. The combing waste was often carded. Combing produces a prep where all your 

fibers are of equal length, and all your fibers are parallel to the way you spin. 

Technically, you use combed prep for making true worsted yarns. 

PLAYING WITH PREPPED FIBERS 
You can use these fiber prep techniques with commercially prepped fibers as well. 

You can “pre-draft”, i.e. draft your fiber down to (almost) the thickness you want to spin. This can separate the drafting 

from the spinning. 

If your prepped fiber has been marinating in your stash for a while, you can use picking (or re-carding) to loosen up the 

fibers again and make them easy to draft again. 

Some people who make batts out of interesting fibers (different breeds of wool, silk, alpaca, sparkles, sari silk, etc.) may 

not blend them enough for you. You can continue to blend them to your satisfaction. 

Use cards or combs to combine different fibers and colors together into interesting combinations. Deb Menz has a 

fabulous book and video called “Color in Spinning”. You can play with color without getting sucked down the dyeing 

rabbit hole. 

RESOURCES 
There are a ton of You Tube videos out there that show people preparing. Find ones that work for you. 

Color in Spinning by Deb Menz 

http://joyofhandspinning.com/how-to-prepare-fiber-with-hand-carders/ 

http://interweave.com/ has a lot of fabulous books and videos available about all sorts of crafts, including fiber prep.  

 How to card wool: Four Spinners, Four Techniques 

 Combing Fiber 

Abby Franquemont http://abbysyarns.com/, author of “Respect the Spindle” has been most inspirational to me. I’ve also 

enjoyed the works of Stephanie Gaustad, Alden Almos, Norman Kennedy, and many others. 

http://www.ravelry.com has many groups dedicated to spinning, with many, many people willing to offer advice and 

answer your questions. 
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